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From the President - Michael Forrest
Another successful Festival-Week display has come and gone and
thanks are due to everyone who contributed to it in any way. The
weather was reasonable, there were no hiccups* and everyone worked
together to give the public a pleasant and interesting time at our premises. The single downside was that the public didn't support us as well
as they usually do, for reasons which still elude us. There will be a
“wrap-up” meeting on Wednesday 8th at the club at 7.30 pm to review
the event and suggest possible changes for next year. These could be
quite significant so do come along to have a say. In particular, on behalf of the Society, I want to thank John Nelson for the work he put in
as Festival-Week convener, Kevin Gamble and his wife and familymembers for running the shop so well, all those who displayed and/or
ran models, outside groups and individuals who contributed to the display (Dunedin Model Aero Club, the Otago Vintage Machinery Club, Mr
Brittenden and Owen Rooney, and possibly others I am unaware of),
Colin Nicholls for coping with all the extra work of managing the cash,
our sponsors, and Member's wives who helped in various ways.

Festival Week Display. Photos: Lachlan C
Monday week, 13th March, will see the 81st AGM, in the clubrooms at
7.30 pm. For practical reasons the agenda is being circulated independently of Conrod. The Committee to be elected will be more-or- less
completely different in structure and make-up from the current one
and unusually there will be elections for the positions of both President
and Vice-President. The two presidential nominees have quite different
philosophies about the running of the club so an exceptionally large attendance is hoped for to ensure as wide a representation of the views
of the Membership as possible. Please make an effort to be present at
what I think could be a watershed moment for the Society.

Annual General Meeting - Mike O’Cain
The Society’s AGM will be held on the 13th March 2017 at 7-30 in the
clubrooms.
All members are encouraged to attend.
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The April General Meeting promises to be an interesting one with a presentation by Ian van
Staden on 3-D printing and casting. A reminder that there will not an ordinary monthly
General Meeting in March because of the AGM, but there will be an opportunity there to
raise items of General Business which are not strictly AGM matters, and as always for Bits
on the Table. One item which I expect will be raised is the possibility of informal Sundayafternoon opening for train-rides, the idea being inspired by the desirability of trying to
make up the shortfall from the anticipated Festival-Week income.
* (There was a bit of excitement on the first Sunday evening when only Members were present having a “barbie” and the fence between OMES and the OBR next door burst into
flames, resulting in a bucket-brigade from the pond and the arrival of the St Kilda fireappliance. Only the fence was damaged and it has since been repaired.)

Club BBQ. Photos: Lachlan C
Festival Week.

Editor’s Desk - Lachlan Clark
Last month I commended that is was the season for club running events, and this issue
acts as proof to this statement. Many of the group reports detail the aftermath of Festival Week and the remedial work, repairing, and cleaning of models which takes place after a week of running. Jim reports of an enjoyable weekend in Blenheim, Chris and Stu
are in Australia racing cars as I write this, and I am just back from an enjoyable day in
Palmerston North at their 2017 Locomotion running weekend.
Marcelo getting some “training” from Russell.

With the AGM just a
few days away and
summer having finally arrived it looks
like it will be a busy
month ahead. As I
am already late in
getting this finished I
wont write too much
more!
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Marlborough Society Track Extension Opening - Jim Woods
Waitangi weekend saw the opening of the Marlborough Society of Modellers (MAMS) new
extension to the raised track at Brayshaw Park. This was attended by OMES members Graham Chapman and Jim & Cher Woods. The weather was HOT and on the Monday we saw
the whole Brayshaw Park all open for their Heritage weekend as well.
The new extension now makes this the longest raised track in NZ (Nelson members tell me
it is about 500mm longer than theirs :) )
Sunday was the official opening with the Mayor doing the honours. What the small team
have done in Blenheim is a real credit to them. Lunches were provided and at the end of
the day we were treated to a great BBQ feast by the ladies and members of MAMS.
There was a great selection of loco’s running and the pond was chocka with boats of all
kinds. There was a nice display of models in the club rooms. A really good time was had by
all and the hospitality shown was 2nd to none. Thanks to all.
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Boat Group - Henry Gooselink, Photos John Anderson
For our February meeting on the 15th
we had 12 members present and welcomed Grant Keen as a new member.
This was followed with notices.
Notices
A set of plans approx 1.8m LOA of the
vessel "Velarde" was donated to the
club by a member of the public during
festival week as he was moving to Australia and would have no further use
for them, the drawings will be held in
the library.
Group Leader: As no other candidates
had come forward for this position
Henry was elected to do another year.
Bits on the Table
Gary Douglas had collided Comstock
with the end of the wharf the last Sunday of festival week because of the
gusty wind was blowing it about. As a
result of this mishap he had lost some
small masts from the vessel. The good
news is that he was able to retrieve
them the following Monday thanks to
the very clear water.
John Anderson had brought along the
free flight aeroplane he has been
working on for a while. It appears to
be almost ready to receive its covering. He is also building a small solar
powered catamaran and had just received the solar panel to power this
small model. The panel can provide
about 2.5 watts of power when angled
at the sun but will normally give 1.5 to
2 watts when installed horizontally. It
will be interesting to see how it will
perform.
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Stuart Reid had replaced the steering
nozzle on his jet boat as the previous nozzle is somewhere in the pond. Stuart is
also working on upgrading another electric jet unit by installing a 3 blade impellor and replacing the brushed motor with
a much more powerful brushless motor.
Murray Vinces next project is to make a
half scale model of an M60 machine gun.
He had the drawings for this project
made to 50% full size in order to make
this model.
Grant Keen had brought along a hull for a
fast boat and was asking for advice as to
what to power it with. The general consensus was to go brushless and to look on
the internet for a compatible sized vessel
to give some indication of power requirements. He had also built a large model of
the New Zealand Electricity Department
vessel that operated on Lake Manapouri
during the construction of the power station. This is powered with a car heater
motor and draws about 7 amps on a 12v
battery.
Bruce Milne had purchased some
Springer pusher tug boats with different
superstructures. Some of these kits had
some small problems, missing pieces;
plan did not quite match the part, etc.
When he pointed these problems out to
the supplier the supplier insisted on replacing the whole kit(s). These and some
later problems means that Bruce how has
9 kits to assemble.

Next Meeting
For our next meeting we will have bits on
the table and workshop with boats on
the pond from 7pm (weather permitting).
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Evening Star hits the track. Photo: Chris K

Engineering Group - Russell Clark
The February group meeting was attended by ten members with a couple of apologies. It was
noted that Chris Kennedy and Stu Holdaway were off to Brisbane to compete with their tethered cars over the weekend of the 4/5th of March so all the best to them. Most members appeared to have been doing minor repairs and cleaning up of models after Festival Week so
hopefully with that sort of work out of the way members can get down to some serious modelling.
Colin Winter gave a rather disappointing report on the theft of tools from his workshop apparently in broad daylight. There are some real toe rags out there and Colin’s experience is a reminder to all members to be security conscious about their tools and models.
Geoff French has been working on some of the final details of his Railmotor locomotive including a drawbar clamp, break hangers and flexible hose joint between tender and loco (Below).

Gordon Rusbatch showed off his grinding skills with a small ground spindle for
the venture on his tethered car.
Chris Kennedy had a completed water filter box for his Evening Star loco which
showed off his newly acquired soldering skills.
Murray Wright has been spending
time on his tethered cars cutting
new tyres, making a new venture
and fuel tank.
That’s it for this month maybe next
month we’ll see some new projects
on the go.
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Chris with the Dooling. Photo: Lachlan C

Tether Car Festival Week Report - Murray Wright
Chris with the Dooling. After the regular earlier weekend clean up around the track and
some light regrinding to the track surface on Friday all was ready
Photo: Lachlan C
for some serious racing.

Waking up to a nice warm 18oC Saturday morning gave everyone a
lot of satisfaction considering we hadn’t been able to have any
practice runs in November, December, or January as planned due to
the recent unsettled weather conditions. Due to members with
other commitments over the weekend we unfortunately only had
four members running six cars on the Saturday
Those present were Gordon Rusbatch with his Go engine hot rod,
Chris Kennedys OPS hot rod and Super Tiger 61 powered “Dooling
F”. Murray Wright with the Axe Rossi powered Burns Monza and
Russell on the centre pole.
GRP powered Maserati along with Stu Holdaway coming down
Photo: Dianne C
from Ashburton with his Axe Rossi powered Burns Monza and not
to forget Mel Kennedy as official time keeper and “pit mother hen”
keeping us all under control. A lot of interest in how well the new
Wayne Burns built cars were going to perform, but after a couple of
runs it soon become evident with both run times around the
160kph mark. Gordon also ran his hot rod with some good times in
the mid 150kph range along with Chris running his hot rod in the
mid 125kph. At the completion of the day Chris put the Dooling on
the tether running a speed of 131.62kph. The sight, size, and sound
is really impressive when this car is running.
Sunday morning was also a glorious day with temperatures starting

Colin about to set off.. around 20oC. Hamish Tyson brought out his Burns Monza which
Photo: Russell C
he hadn’t run since last year, clocking a speed just over 150kph at

150.88kph. Murray then broke the magic “100MPH” mark with a
time of 8.91 sec. giving a speed of 162.7kph. In the afternoon the
temperature started to increase eventually reaching a very warm
30oC, combined with a track temperature of just on 40oC, both
man and machines started to suffer. Tuning became more difficult,
speeds decreased and times increased. Stu tried a number of
changes to tyres and needle settings but this unfortunately didn’t
seem to help.
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Monday again was a brilliant morning but unfortunately Chris and Mel had to make the trip to
Christchurch and missed the days action. In the morning session, Gordon, Stu and Murray all had
constant runs around the 150 – 157kph but like the previous days, as the temperature increased
in the afternoon, tuning once again became a problem and speeds started to decrease.
Russell and Lachlan Clark also known as “The Clarks” ran their APS Maserati in the afternoon but
unfortunately a few small niggles also kept their speeds down and times up.
With no running through the week nights, it appears most cars were worked on with a few
changes to various parts.
The weekend welcomed our Australian guest Dave Chadwick once again, making the trip across
the ditch with a couple of “Chadwick “ built cars which he’s currently running over there. The format for the weekend was to be a straight “Speed Day” on Saturday and “Nominated Speed” for
the Sunday.
First run of the day saw Stu Holdaway setting a new club track record with a speed of 178.82kph
(8.13 sec). The morning session then carried on having all the Australian built cars with constant
runs between 160-170kph. After a couple of runs Russell started getting the times down on the
Maserati to 129.32kph (11.28sec).
After the lunch break Colin Downing arrived with his new Axe Rossi Burns Monza, the first run
clocked in at 125kph and after a couple of more runs reached 154.09kph, the smile said it all.
The afternoon session again saw most of the Aussie built cars running around 160 – 170kph,
Chris’s Hot Rod reaching 146.30kph, Gordon’s hot rod 149.32kph and Russell’s best speed of
128.10kph. In total over forty runs were made over the day with no major breakages or mishaps,
indicating how the cars have become more reliable.
Sunday started a bit overcast with rain expected late in the afternoon, the cars were running under “Nominated Speed” format, where the driver nominates the speed they think the car will run,
the winner being closest time to that speed, competing for the “Trans-Tasman Trophy”
Special interest during the lunch break, Greg McIntyre (Ken’s son) and Chris ran one of Kens built
cars to a speed of 136kph, with Greg Horsing and Chris the pusher, a great result for all concerned.

Greg McIntyre. Photo: Chris K

Unfortunately the rain arrived early causing the
track to be closed due to dangerous conditions for
both cars & members, no further runs were made.
Two rounds of “Nominated Speed” were completed
The results for the “Trans-Tasman Trophy”
1st : Chris Kennedy 1.02 sec
2nd : Stu Holdway 1.82 sec
3rd : Colin Downing 3.06 sec
S..t Happens Trophy - Not presented this year (no
major mishaps.)
Finally a big thanks to Dave & Debbie for giving their
time to come over, Dave for so much help and
knowledge around the pits to everyone, all those
helping preparing the track, pits, timekeeping, and
the wee jobs that make the weekends so successful.

Tether Car - Practice Day
As most member know the tether car group are now holding “practice days” each last Sunday of the month
(weather permitting) to coincide with the “Club Run Day”. The idea to help bring together members & public
interested in the tether cars.
The first meeting Sunday 26th February had a number of members & cars, the intention of these days are for
practice, tuning, track training & protocols.
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Gantry. Photo: Brian N

Scale Railway - Brian Niven
John Knight has been steadily
working on the signals for the N
gauge layout and has now completed these. John has constructed the signals from scratch
using brass pins, wire and
“veroboard” – a copper clad fibreglass board used in electronics. The lamps are very small surface mount LEDs, with the strips
of copper on the board and the
handrails being used as conductors for the circuits.

Under test. Photo: Brian N

Signals. Photo: Brian N

There are four signals, two gantries spanning the tracks on the
front of the layout, and two cantilevered units on the freight and
passenger lines on the back part
of the layout. There is also a relay board (Conrod, Dec 2016)
and wiring under-layout which
makes it all work. They look very
effective and are a great addition
to the layout. Thanks for a job
very well done and for the time
you have put into this John!
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John also has been using the “Templot” track planning system by Martin Wynne (http://
www.templot.com/), which can produce templates to use for hand built track, as in his chosen scale of Protofour. It is a flexible system that can be used in any model gauge and is
based on prototype track type and configuration. Plans can be pasted onto the baseboard
with track being built directly on top. However, for model railway design using proprietary
track Martin suggests using the “Anyrail” program (https://www.anyrail.com/).
Murray Gibb has enjoyed assembling a Metcalfe kit for a signal box, with lineside & platelayer’s huts. He has left the roof of the box detached and intends to add an interior with
lever frame in the future.
No problems were experienced during Festival week running, and we were given some useful rolling stock for the club N scale layout.
We ended our February meeting with a video Allan Stevens brought along from British Railway Modelling magazine. It had an interesting demo of “rusting” Peco track with addition of
scale fishplates. Available in the club library.

Signal box. Photo: Brian N

Charlie’s Steam Car - Colin Downing

Charlie's daughter Mavis looking at
the steam car which is now in position in the club lounge.
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Bookings - Michael Forrest and Kevin Gamble
It is up to the Day Controller to phone the other 3 men of his team and ensure they will be available
for the function. The Day Controller is also the go-to person to liaise as necessary with the hirer/
party organiser, and should meet them as soon as they arrive on site and see if they’re OK about everything.
As each booking is received and confirmed it will be allocated to the next team on the roster. If you
are unavailable to take your turn it is up to you to find a substitute, either by swapping with someone
else or by arranging for a ‘spare Member’ to take your place. Please then inform the Day Controller
so he knows whom to expect on the day. As I am now handling the bookings I shall inform and remind the Day Controller.
Team Date
Mon 20
Mar
7

Apr

5

Sun 7
May

Time

Description

#Attn

1.00

Visit - Annabel Hamman

3

Note

Birthday Party - Kath Harper
11.00 to
3.00

Sat 25
Nov

Camp Quality - Tony Hanning

39

Christmas Party
St Pat’s Lodge

TT

Mon 4
Dec

9.30 to
12.00

Christmas Party
Community Childcare

Heather Fagan

TT

Wed 6
Dec

9.30 to
12.00

Christmas Party
Community Childcare

Heather Fagan

Day Controller Phone
1 Gary Douglas

Member 2

4767311 Kevin Gamble

2 Colin Downing 4542528 Murray Gibb

Phone

Member 3

Phone

Member 4

Phone

4554547 Bob Newbury

4763892

Mark Hughes

4552870

4898489 Des Burrows

4545565

Ross Nicholls

0212247620

3 Michael Forrest 4551642 Henry Gooselink 4883284 Max Harvey

7421080

Anna Harvey

7421080

4 Ian Marsh

4727260

Keith Murphy

4731740
4554658

4892267 Brian McCammon 4883828 Ross Jamieson

5 Michael O’Cain 4882075 Brian Niven

4554491 Glen Lawrence

4883826

Brian Nunn

6 Terry Smith
7 Kevin Gamble

4762116 Bruce Milne
4727749 John Anderson

4544471
4543542

Stuart Reid
4553406
Stuart Robertson 0211480683

Day Controllers

4545697 Hamish Tyson
4554547 Brian Wolff
Lawrence Clarke

4738684 Geoff French

4542172

John Nelson

4892942 Colin Nicholls

4545432 Barry Stoddard 4876128

Bill King

4881518 Colin Winter

4564382 Jon Winton

Lance Wild

4542950

4728603 Allen McGregor 4767666

Gordon Rusbatch 4544800 Glen Rusbatch

4544800
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Health and Safety
Report

Source: Diply

«First Name» «Last Name»
«Address»
«Suburb»
«City», «Post Code»

Sender:
Otago Model Engineering Society
1 John Wilson Drive
P.O. BOX 2163
South Dunedin
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